
 UK International Soccer 

Drill 1: COCONUT SHY 

Drill 2:  2 HEADED MONSTER 

Organization: 

Set out a 30x30 playing area, with a box in each corner of the 

grid and put all soccer balls in the middle. Have 2 players in 

each box. The players must run to the middle and dribble a 

soccer ball back to their square, then go get another as soon as 

the ball is placed inside the square. Players are only allowed to 

dribble one soccer ball at a time. When no balls are left, 

whoever has the most in their square is the winner. After a few 

turns, the game can be progressed, when no soccer balls are 

left in the middle, players can steal from other squares. 

Coaching Points: 

1. Keep the ball close to them and react quickly on whistle 

2. Keep head up as often as possible 

3. Encourage players to use both feet and different surfaces of 

the foot 

4. Dribble at speed 

5. Pull back turn 

 
Organization: 

Use a 20x20 area and make a goal on each side of the grid with 

flags or cones. Split your team into groups of 6 players making 4 

attackers and 2 defenders.  The defenders (2 headed monster) 

must hold hands or link arms while chasing the attackers. The 

attackers must make 5 consecutive passes inside the area before 

they can dribble through a goal to score. If the 2 defenders win 

the ball they may break their link and attempt to score in any of 

the 4 goals. 

Progression: 

To progress this exercise - defenders can break their link and 

thus have more defenders. 

Coaching Points: 

1: Make simple passing and control look easy - 

Concentration 

2: Team mates need to create passing options using width 

and depth on the field away from defenders 

3: Correct passing technique is important for accuracy 

and weight of each pass. 

4: Players have to make the correct option, do not pass to 

somebody who has limited time. 

5: Look for combination passing. 
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